The LAURUS Decon Technician Kit includes:

**Ludlum Model-26**

Because frisking people and objects for alpha & beta contamination can be awkward, the Model-26 cable-less contamination instrument was chosen as part of the Laurus Decon Technician Kit. The optimized configuration incorporates a standard 15 cm² GM pancake probe, loud audio “click” output, and large auto-ranging LCD display with automatic back lighting into one convenient package, making it easier than ever to detect contamination. Operation is kept extremely simple through the use of just two buttons. The Model-26 will deliver hundreds of hours of use with just two standard “AA” size batteries. This instrument is designed with a comfortable non-slip grip and includes an adjustable hook-and-loop wrist strap with quick disconnect for additional convenience and security.

**Rados RAD60**

The easy to use RAD-60 is a Digital Pocket Alarm Stand Alone Dosimeter designed for use emergency responders who may be exposed to gamma and X-ray radiation. The RAD-60 is microprocessor controlled, provides programmable dose rate and dose alarms, and is operated using the display and push button. The three digit display shows dose, rate and various messages. The display and sound signal are used to indicate alarms (dose, rate, low battery, defect, dose/dose rate overflow).